Gender Equality: Analysis Of The Problem At Uber
Introduction
Uber was a trendsetter within the international taxi trade. a really creative project, Uber upset
the taxi trade and was supported a market demand gap between client demands and choice
availableness. the corporate offered a replacement kind of urban quality at more cost-effective
prices and easy use for patrons.
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Established by Travis Kalanick in 2009, the organization was target-hunting by terribly
aggressive values to realize world domination ('History of Uber - Uber's Timeline Australia,'
2019). As a results of the values that created a 1 of a sort company culture, the corporate was
valued at $70 billion by 2017 and was operative in additional than seventy countries. However,
the corporate conjointly started facing Brobdingnagian issues for the company with various
complaints, government scrutiny, and cases filed by workers and drivers, as a result of the
business model of the corporate supported ‘results the least bit cost’, ‘growth on top of profit’
attribute, and disparate profit reports (Rooney, 2019).
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Background of Ubers property issue
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Uber that had recently run into many internal and external issues starting from workers going
away the corporate to being scrutinized by government agencies for breach of the law. There ar
3 major problems within the company in recent times. The core company values current within
the company underneath founder Travis Kalanick, the problems of gender equality within the
company and therefore the queries raised in respect to the leadership vogue and choices taken
by Kalanick. the company values enforced within the company by Kalanick were faulty and
inadequate and therefore the subsequent corporate culture in the company was harmful for the
motivating the staff. there's conjointly a severe lack of gender diversity and equality at the
corporate and all over that these were as a result of the imperfect leadership practices and
values espoused by Kalanick (O'Kane, 2018).
This report highlights 3 problems within the company values, equality and leadership. we are
going to analyze the problems within the company by watching their leadership model and
thereby suggesting a replacement leadership model and strategy for modification and analyze
the doable outcomes of the strategy.
Sustainable development is outlined as, 'Development that meets the requirements of this while
not compromising the power of future generations to satisfy their own needs'.
Gender equality could be a thought that everyone humans ar unengaged to develop and select
with none hindrance from the set gender roles and truthful treatment supported gender. And to
prevent discrimination on grounds of sex neither directly nor indirectly (Olgiati & Shapiro, 2002).
In the agenda for 2030 of international organization property Development Goals, the fifth goal
is to realize Gender equality and empower all girls and women. Gender equality and women’s
authorization is integral to achieving the property Development Goals. Gender difference isn't
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solely a curse to any organization however conjointly a priority from a worldwide perspective.
while not achieving gender equality, it's nearly not possible to realize the opposite sixteen
SDG's. several consultants believe that ladies play a significant role in property development.
Their indispensable contribution to achieving a balance in property has been really
underestimated until date. Ending discrimination {for women|for ladies|for women} and girls
during a general sense and in a company reestablishes their essential human rights in addition
as has completely different impacts in each side of development. girls ar endued with with a
special characteristic attribute, care that this structure the muse of property. This attribute of
theirs meets purpose that successively drives property (Prem, 2019).
Gender equality correspondence within the operating atmosphere implies each guaranteeing
women have similar possibilities and are paid love men for equivalent work. The target of
creating certain that ladies play a vigorous role in deciding and have an equivalent leadership
opportunities as men ar terribly essential to any organization (Darrah, 2018).

Analysis of the problem at Uber
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At the core of Uber’s price was to realize growth and revenue targets and therefore the
decentralized structure allowed general managers to be themselves and were sceptered to form
choices while not abundant superintendence and scrutiny and from the company's
headquarters. the corporate had conjointly incorporated a win-at-any-cost angle with the aim of
growing as quickly as doable. the staff were expected to personify the values like meritocracy,
high-principled confrontation and invariably be hustling or the culture of obtaining additional
finished fewer resources and thereby operating long and onerous hours and being smarter.
Another price that was typically fostered was that of high-principled confrontation urging
dynamical of the globe and establishments to inaugurate the long run. Uber followed a really
strict price system that targeted on growth the least bit prices that unnoticed the doable
outcome of incorporating such values within the company like cult temperament, favouritism and
not following the hierarchy system. the worth system incorporated at Uber since the beginning
of the venture in 2009 by founder Travis Kalanick was clearly prejudicious for the corporate.
They were excessive albeit logical. Values ar outlined as world abstract principles that act as
guiding principles like freedom, honesty, equality, beauty, etc. that are applied to the business
perspective (Thomsen, 2004). The core values conjointly ought to be specified they're able to
inspire and inspire employees to realize new levels of productivity and aiding employees to
achieve the skilled goals of the staff. If the core values ar well created and may support internal
and external stakeholders together with customers, it is more possible that customers would
wish to interact with the corporate typically completely (Urbanovi?ová, Mikulášková, & ?ambál,
2017). The results of the values propounded by Kalanick resulted in unrestricted work culture
and a deadly workplace atmosphere. The result was unprofessional behaviour wherever
problems with favouritism and lack of equality weren't subsided (Westaway, 2014).
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